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Public art is an important part of creating a sense
of place. It provides an effective means to
combine an area’s unique qualities by reflecting
its history, culture and environment.

Manly offers an amazing natural canvas which
provides a unique opportunity to use art, and the
support of its creative community, to reinforce
the marine and village character of this area.

As one of its special projects Good for Manly
Committee Member, Margo Bavinton, who has
had extensive experience working in the Arts, has
undertaken a general audit of public art in Manly
and put together this discussion paper on the
ongoing support of a special Public Arts Program
in Manly.

We welcome your comments
at www.goodformanly.com.au

Left: Former Harbour Pool
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The objectives of a Public Arts Program and its implementation over time, are to:

* Enhance the quality of Manly’s environment for the benefit of residents and visitors alike
* Attract a broader tourist audience to the area through comprehensive & innovative public arts programs throughout

the year
* Increase pedestrian flows into lanes, streets & along esplanades
* Support local business through increased visitors & encourage new, quality, boutique style businesses in Manly.
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The Public Arts Program covers
the following geographic areas:

a) The harbour-side East &
West Esplanades, continuing
along the footpath to North
Harbour Reserve.

b) The seascape from Shelley
Beach in the south to
Queenscliff Lagoon in the
north

c) Streetscapes within the
Manly CBD

Other areas under discussion are:

* Seaforth
* Balgowlah
* Tania Park
* North Harbour Reserve

Manly NSW Map Showing Manly
Beach, the Harbour and North Head.
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Current Examples of Public Art in Manly

* Civic monuments, memorial and statuary works
such as the Manly Anzac Memorial (1916) in the
Corso; Gov. Arthur Phillip statue (1934) opp.the
Wharf; the 1924 statue of a Greek woman
above Pacific Point Arcade which celebrates
Manly’s 3 Gold Medal winners at the Paris
Olympics, and Manly’s oldest artefact, the stone
sculpture of a Kangaroo (c1856), Kangaroo
Street.

* Permanent contemporary sculptures, as seen in
the stainless steel sculptures embedded in
sandstone along the Fairy Bower walkway;
Helen Leete’s Oceanides sculpture, Fairy Bower
Pool;the Crawl featured on the wall at South
Steyne Surf Club; the sandstone sculptures
along the walkway at Queenscliff Lagoon and
Lenton Parr’s 1988 Wind and Wave sculpture in
the Corso.

Top left: Lenton Parr’s Wind & Wave, 1988. Right: Tim Johnman
sculpture, Cabbage Tree Bay Eco-Sculpture Walk, 2002 and Ishi Buki
Sandstone Sculptors themed boulder, 2002. Lower Left: Helen Leete’s
Oceanides, 1997.
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Public Art examples (continued)

* Wall murals as in Market Lane and the Wave
on Quick Silver’s Sydney Road surf shop
(opposite).

* Temporary Public Arts Events - these involve
events which largely take place over the
annual September/October Arts and Wine &
Food Festivals. Sand sculptures, Artists
Trails, Chalkfest, etc. are examples.

* Other elements within the Public Art context are
civic gardens, lighting, street furniture, water
features, bicycle racks/hubs and comprehensive
and attractive signage - all of which play a vital
role in the aesthetics of our streets, parks,
esplanades and laneways.

Opposite: The Wave on Quick Silver’s
Sydney Road surf shop wall and the Market
Lane murals by Ruth Downes (2005)
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Recommendations for Future Public Art in Manly

While there have been Public Art initiatives such as those mentioned, a planned and co-
ordinated approach is recommended for this aspect of urban design and its funding. To

this end the following planning elements need to be addressed:

* Development of a Master Plan (say 5-10 years) and an Annual Plan to instigate specific
programs, based on comprehensive stakeholder consultation.

An example of such planning is quoted here from the City of Perth Public Art Study,
Review Report, 2009: “In 2005/06, the City of Sydney adopted a public art program
which included a 5-year policy framework as part of the City’s overall strategic
planning. The program included permanent and temporary works, lane-way projects,
indigenous projects and community projects. In 2009 there were 30 conservation
projects and 19 new projects in progress.”

* Specific funding allocated to the Public Arts program, including a % of annual rates
revenue; Public Works funding; grants from bodies such as Destination NSW; private
donations; partnerships; contributions from developers (as a percentage of the
development cost); and gifts.

* Development of a management team which is responsible for all aspects of the Public
Arts program including funding, partnership opportunities, programming,
implementation, conservation, asset registry & data base management, web-site
maintenance and advertising (such as an up-to-date version of the 2006 ‘Public Art in
Manly’ brochure), promotion (including self-guided tours - print/podcasts) & forums.

(At Left: Two examples of sculpture pieces exhibited at Sculpture by the Sea, Bondi in 2011.)
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Future Public Art Concepts

Cleaning and Beautification
* Regular cleaning of Corso tiles and adjacent street & lane tiles/pavers.
* Replacing or painting bins which are neglected.
* Remove inadequate signage throughout Manly and replace with

positive, informational and attractive signs that are welcoming and
reflect the beauty and history of the area.

* Install Pod-style bike racks to clean up & unify this aspect of the area.
* Replace or paint old seating along oceanfront & Harbour Esplanades.

Planting Out
* Based on specific themes for a particular street, e.g. Ashburner Street

could feature Hibiscus plants on the nature strips. Jacarandas could be
used as a feature in Short Street, etc.

* Replace the struggling Palm Trees in the Corso with attractive
shade trees which provide colour & become a feature of the area.

* Planting flower beds around tree bases & in flower boxes.
* The Esplanades are generally lacking colour and imagination, all of

which could be helped with appropriate plantings & lighting.
* Planting out roundabout outside Harris Farm Markets, in partnership

with Stella Maris School & Harris Farm.

Lighting
* Remove overhead lighting & wiring in the Corso. Replace with lights in

Palm Trees or lighting on slender poles such as those near the Town
Hall.

* Introduce Art Deco style lighting (an example opposite) in the Corso &
along Fairy Bower Walkway in acknowledgement of this aspect of
Manly’s history.

Art Deco Renovation, The Pavilion
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Manly Wharf and Welcome
to Manly

For a world-class venue, the gateway to
Manly is lacking in many ways.

Once visitors have cleared the dark and
gloomy wharf, they are faced with a
dirty street, bins in grubby wooden
boxes and struggling palm trees. There
is no signage welcoming visitors to
Manly apart from a poorly designed
panel (shown here on the right).

The clearer signs that alert visitors to
the Manly Art Gallery and The
Esplanade are to the left and away
from the main walkway from the ferry,
so are missed.

The major public art feature is the
‘Shell’ sculpture which could be made
more appealing if changed into a
cascade water feature similar to the
one adjacent to the Convention Centre
in Darling Harbour.

Seating is in disrepair, inadequate and
inappropriate for a world-class setting.
The entire area needs to be re-
designed to encompass quality fixtures
of seating, lighting, signage and
plantings, along with public art that
welcomes all to Manly.
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Development of Public Art
Installations over Time

Murals

An opportunity exists to create
murals in laneways & on specified
buildings such as the library, side
wall of South Steyne Surf Club,
Old Tramshed building (Harris
Farm Market), Manly Village
Public School hall facing
Victoria Avenue, depicting the
unique history & character of
Manly.

Themes could include: Old
Harbour Fun Pier, Steam Ferries,
surfing, cycling, Quarantine
Station history, penguins,
Whistler Street Stables, maritime
& colonial history, such as Capt.
Phillip’s first meeting with the
Kay-ye-My people and other
highlights of Manly’s rich &
diverse history.

Mural at Queenscliff Lagoon
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Development of Public Art Installations over Time (continued)

Install commissioned/acquired sculptures (an example at right, exhibited
at Sculpture by the Sea, Bondi, 2011) along Harbour Esplanades to North
Harbour Reserve which leads to the popular Manly-Spit walk, to become a
permanent and well-advertised Manly feature.

Grouping of painted bollards which depict local characters or themed
identities such as surf lifesavers, etc. as examples shown below from
Geelong, Victoria, along the Oceanfront.

Stencil mosaic artwork to clearly delineate cycle-ways, as part of a design
competition.

Use of Banners to delineate shopping precincts & flows to areas of
interest.

Reinstate the wishing well along the Esplanade to raise money for Manly
hospital or other community services.
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Some Suggestions for Public Art Events

Yearly Sculpture by the Harbour competition (along both Esplanades),
similar to Sculpture by the Sea event, from Bondi to Tamarama - or an
environmentally themed sculpture competition.

Winter Laser Light Show

Monthly markets & jazz bands along both esplanades with colourful stalls
to attract local residents and visitors from the ferry. Competition for best
market display.

Artists’ trail, utilising Council mini-buses picking up on the hour over
specified weekends throughout the year.

Venetian weekend celebrating Italian connection - ‘The Corso’ - a
successful Arts Festival event in 2011 could to be a yearly stand-alone
feature event.

Top Right: Venetian Weekend, Manly 2011

Lower Right: Example of sculptural work exhibited at Sculpture by the Sea,
Bondi, 2011
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The Final Word from Therese Kenyon, former Director of
the Manly Art Gallery and Museum,

from ‘Public Art in Manly’ brochure (2006)

‘...the (Public Arts) program seeks to support the
creation of new works which express Manly’s image as a
vital and interesting place to its residents and visitors. It
encourages the development of a diverse range of public
art works such as murals, seating and water features as
well as sculptures. It seeks to support and nurture both

established and emerging artists, strive for artistic
excellence and ensure that existing artworks are

maintained.’

Left: Manly Ocean Front Garden Beds c2001.


